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About This Content

Overview

Arcade Elliana is the dopest Elliana you can play.

Arcade Elliana
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Pixellated Effects for Neutral Special, Forward Special, Up Special, Down Special and Strong Attacks.

Rotates between 3 color schemes each time you lose a stock.

A playable game of Snake when you taunt. How many pixels can you eat?!
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Title: Rivals of Aether: Arcade Elliana
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dan Fornace
Franchise:
Rivals of Aether
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX Compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0a

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Japanese
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troll comedy shooting game

flashy effect... or maybe too flashy...

I recommend for the fun !. All details whether important or minute make the management aspects first class.. Love this game.
Just got this last night, and dug in today for the first time. Super impressed with this title. Does not give the impression of Early
Access at all, the game is smooth, slick and fast. I highly recommend this to any fan of fast paced RTS games, perfectly hits the
balance of challenging gameplay possibilities with very easy out of the gate play!

Nice little treat, get it while it's discounted! Can't wait to watch it grow!!. Offers nothing new or interesting. Just a motorbike
game where you can do wheelies to go faster. It also stutters even though my pc can run Arma 3 smoothly. It's a big fat meh for
me.. The game runs fine, and i have not found any bugs so far. But this game involves a lot of blood and bleeding for those that
care.. Unfinished, unplayable and abandoned.. Stanby is a very fast-paced and stylish precision platformer. If you like a
challenge then this game will satisfy your itch for hard as nails platforming. You will die many times trying to beat a level but
will be filled with satisfation when you fianlly pull off the right combination of moves to finally put that level away.

Check out my video for more in depth thoughts. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVrKf8dUaj4
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needs a bit of polish, but pretty fun. It's very cool game. Enjoyed.. It is goo for about a week, however it gets very repetitive. I
find the first level impossible. The first game is much better. Good work though.. Some levels are tough... how tough? It will
actually change the "Quit" menu entry to "Rage quit" after you've died a lot of times.

Amazing game. Extreme replayability.. PRICE / QUALITY

☑"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
☐ "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
☐ "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

☑Minimum
☐Medium
☐High
☐ Extreme

GRAPHICS

☑Cheap
☐Acceptable
☐Masterpiece

GAME TIME (hours)

☑ 0>2
☐ 2>5
☐ 5>15
☐ 15>30
☐ 30>50
☐ 50>75
☐ 75>100
☐ 100>?

STORY

☐ None
☑Bad
☐Good
☐Amazing

DIFFICULTY

☐Simple
☐Easy to learn, hard to master
☑Hard
☐Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
☐Impossible

BUGS

☐Game itself is one big BUG
☐Bugs destroying the game
☐Bugs
☑Few little bugs
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☐Perfect
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